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Help Tom Burnett Sr. stop the re-hijacking of
Flight 93: Rally Saturday at the Courthouse

Every particle of the original Crescent of Embrace design (right)
remains completely intact in the Circle of Embrace redesign.
Uproar over the crescent and star configuration of the original
design forced the Park Service to promise to eliminate the Islamic
symbol shapes, but they never did. Architect Paul Murdoch described
his original Crescent of Embrace as a broken circle. The Park Service
own website still describes the redesign as a broken circle:
“

“...the circle is symbolically ‘broken’ or missing trees in two places.”

The unbroken part of the circle (the crescent) remains exactly as it
was. It is still an Islamic shaped crescent, still pointing almost exactly
at Mecca. All they did was add an additioanal arc of trees that explicitly
represents a broken off part of the circle.
Which raises an obvious question.

40 condemned souls
The minaret-like Tower of Voices is formed
in the shape of an islamic crescent and is cut at
an angle at the top so that its crescent arms
reach up into the sky. (Crescent topped minarets are a common mosque element in many
Islamic countries.)
Literally dangling down below these symbolic Islamic heavens are 40 wind chimes,
representing the lives of our 40 heroes. In
Islam, there is only Heaven and Hell. To be
dangling down below the symbolic Islamic
heavens is to be symbolically damned.
The Memorial Project refuses to witness
this Islamic crescent, soaring in the sky above
our symbolized heroes. Nobody blames the
families. They want to heal from the evil that
visited their loved ones. They don’t want to
have to witness it and fight it themselves. But
willful blindness does not bring healing. It
brings the enemy to our throats.
Flight 93 is supposed to be the symbol of
our woken vigilance, but the Memorial Project
insists that even the possibility of a hijacking is
just too outlandish to even consider, no matter
how overwhelming the evidence. That leaves it
to the rest of us to tackle the hijacker.

Who broke the circle?
It can only be the terrorists. The circle is a symbol of peace, and it is the
terrorists who broke the peace on 9/11. Thus the planned memorial
depicts the terrorists as breaking our peaceful circle turning it into a
giant Mecca-oriented crescent. A clearer depiction of al Qaeda victory
is hard to imagine.
Can anyone really be surprised? Just look at that bare naked cresent
and star flag. An architect CAN‘T plant an Islamic flag on the handiwork of Islamic terrorists by mistake. This isn’t like an airplane flying
off course and possibly hitting the first Trade Tower by accident. This is
Murdoch’s BLUEPRINT. It is precisely what he meant to do.
When a second airplane flew into the Trade Center, everyone knew
the nation was under attack, but the Park Service doesn’t care how
many airplanes Paul Murdoch flies into the Flight 93 memorial. The
crescent points to Mecca? Must be a coincidence. A crescent that
Muslims face into to face Mecca is the central feature of a mosque?
Must be a coincidence.
They refuse to even admit that there is another Islamic shaped
crescent in the memorial design, projected against the sky by the top of
the 93 foot tall Tower of Voices. (See the image to the right.) This
Islamic symbol shape invites an Islamic interpretation, and again the
logical interpretation is horrific.

10AM-1PM

Public meeting of the
Memorial Project at theSomerset County Courthouse
Saturday morning. Come
early if you want to sign up to
speak during the public
comment period at the end.
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1-2PM

Press conference, hosted by Tom Burnett
Sr. (father of murdered hero Tom Jr.) and
Alec Rawls (author of this advertisement).
Joining us will be Diane Gramley
(President of the American Family Association of Pennsylvanis), and Reverend Ron
McCrae.

2-5PM

Rally outside the Courthouse. Mr. Burnett and
the other press conference panelists will all
address the rally. We will have further information on display. Attendees can voice their own
remarks, or put to me whatever questions they
have, either at the microphone or in simple
conversation. Skeptics welcome!
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10-12 Sunday

Anyone who wants can meet out at the crash site Sunday
morning. The Svonavecs have graciously given permission for
people to use the lower parking lot area, a couple hundred yards
closer to the crash site than the old Temporary Memorial. Just
tell the Svonavecs’ security people that you are responding to
this invitation. Non Flight 93 family members, please stay in the
semi-paved area.
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